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UVM’s Grossman School of 

Business inspires students to 

think differently about business 

— to not only focus on profits 

and innovation but also help 

build companies that value 

social justice and environmental 

stewardship. Students come 

here with a budding sense of 

the power of business both to 

spur economic growth and to 

address many of today’s most 

pressing social challenges. At 

UVM they find experts who 

help them master business 

principles in the context of 

real-world challenges, such as 

health care, engineering, the 

environment and agriculture. 

They learn from and work with 

CEOs and entrepreneurs who 

exemplify what it means to 

build companies that matter. 

Through The Campaign for 

The University of Vermont, the 

Grossman School of Business 

has a landmark opportunity 

to strengthen our ability to 

prepare the business leaders 

our nation and our world need 

right now. This is where we 

move mountains. 

ENTREPRENEURS 
TAKE FLIGHT

37%
37% increase in applications 
from first-time, first-year 
students since 2011

we HELP

movemountains.uvm.edu
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major sustainability challenges, such 

as clean water and energy, climate 

change, health care equality and 

access to digital communication. 

This program has already attracted 

students from as far away as Texas, 

California and South America, with 

an average 10 years’ experience in 

the business world. These students 

recognized the distinctiveness and 

promise of this UVM program that is 

unmatched worldwide.

We have also dramatically 

expanded opportunities for students 

to learn by experience. Industry 

leaders — many of them UVM 

business graduates — regularly 

come to campus to work with 

students on case and business 

pitch competitions, industry panels, 

Momentum & Ambition

networking events and career 

training, and UVM students often visit 

their workplaces during club trips. 

More than 40 students participated in 

case competitions around the globe 

in 2014 against some of the world’s 

top business schools. In 2015, UVM’s 

own annual Global Family Enterprise 

Case Competition drew 24 teams 

from as far away as India, Malaysia, 

Saudi Arabia, Colombia and several 

European nations. Our new employer 

relations and outreach team works 

with the UVM Career Center to place 

more business students in internships 

with companies like KPMG, Time, Inc., 

Fuse Marketing, Seventh Generation 

and Keurig Green Mountain.

When you combine all of these 

initiatives with an already stellar 

Today there is a real sense of 

momentum at UVM’s Grossman 

School of Business. Under the 

leadership of Dean Sanjay Sharma, we 

have refocused our undergraduate 

curriculum around three broad themes 

— Global Business, Sustainable 

Business and Entrepreneurship — as 

we reinforce what makes our program 

distinctive. Three new faculty chairs, 

all endowed by the Grossman Family 

Foundation, accelerated this strategy 

by attracting top experts who have 

deepened the school’s expertise in 

sustainable business, entrepreneurship 

and finance. In 2014, we launched a 

full-time, one-year MBA program in 

Sustainable Entrepreneurship (SEMBA), 

which is helping students build 

profitable businesses that address 

“THIS IS WHERE enthusiasm, engagement and excellence are accelerating. We produce 

leaders who question, take initiative and know there’s a better way to do business.” 

— Dean Sanjay Sharma, Ph.D. 
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faculty experienced in finance, 

accounting, marketing and business 

analytics, you have a business school 

that is poised to rise — in excellence, 

reputation, rankings and impact. 

Applications are increasing, and 

our undergraduate enrollment has 

climbed from 779 students in 2011 

to 955 in 2015. Our still-new Master 

of Accountancy program recently 

welcomed its largest group ever, with 

40 students. 

The Grossman School of Business 

will accelerate this excellence and 

make our mark not just regionally 

and nationally but globally. Within 10 

years, we aspire to be among the top 

50 undergraduate business programs 

and top 50 MBA programs in the 

world. This is an ambitious goal, but 

with your support we know we will 

move mountains to achieve this.

Move Mountains: The Campaign 

for The University of Vermont 

Private gifts have already advanced 

the Grossman School of Business 

in significant ways, by funding new 

faculty positions, scholarships, lecture 

series and student travel to case 

competitions. The campaign will build 

on this momentum by raising $37.5 

million to support:

• Innovative Programs – including 

the Center for Sustainable 

Enterprise and the Center for 

Family Business

• Career Management and 

Support – including experiential 

learning opportunities

• Kalkin Hall Expansion – to 

accommodate larger enrollments 

with new classrooms, student 

break-out rooms and lounges, 

computer labs, and space for 

business speakers, industry panels 

and other world-class events.

• Scholarships – to bring more 

highly motivated students with 

strong academic credentials to 

study business at UVM

• Faculty – to create endowed 

positions that attract and retain 

top faculty

Total Goal: $37.5 million
Centers for Sustainable Enterprise and Family Business ............... $10 million

Careers and Experiential Learning ........................................................ $5.5 million

Kalkin Hall Expansion ................................................................................. $10 million

Scholarships .................................................................................................. $7 million

Faculty Positions .......................................................................................... $5 million

movemountains.uvm.edu
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Programs: $15.5 million

Our Goal > Establish the Center for 

Sustainable Enterprise and the Center 

for Family Business and expand career 

programming for all students.

New Centers for Research  

and Teaching: $10 million

With our revamped curriculum and 

recent key faculty hires, the business 

school has the potential to become 

a national and global leader in 

sustainability and family business. 

Dean Sanjay Sharma and Dr. Stuart 

Hart, the Steven Grossman Chair in 

Sustainable Business, are recognized 

authorities on how businesses 

can pursue the “triple bottom line” 

of profits, people and planet. Dr. 

Pramodita Sharma, the Sanders Chair 

& Professor for Family Business, is 

conferences and speaker series; and 

serve as a resource for entrepreneurs 

throughout Vermont, the nation 

and the world. Undergraduate and 

graduate students will benefit from 

more opportunities to examine the 

issues and challenges of sustainability 

and family businesses. As UVM gains 

more recognition in these areas, 

businesses will look to us as an 

essential source of future employees 

who can contribute to their success. 

In addition, both centers will afford 

more opportunities for students to 

work across colleges to apply business 

principles to health care and medicine, 

agriculture, the environment, food 

systems and complex systems — all 

distinctive strengths for UVM. 

Your support for these centers 

will provide the structure and 

resources the Grossman School of 

Business needs to realize our vision of 

excellence in both areas.

known for her expertise on the unique 

challenges facing family businesses, 

which make up an estimated two out 

of every three businesses worldwide. 

Dr. Sharma is raising UVM’s profile in 

this area by organizing annual events 

such as the Family Enterprise Case 

Competition and the Family Enterprise 

Research Conference and serving as 

editor of the top journal in the field, 

Family Business Review.

By establishing the Center for 

Sustainable Business and the Center 

for Family Business at UVM, the 

Grossman School of Business can 

solidify our expertise in these areas. 

The new centers will bring together 

faculty and students to do world-class 

research; offer new programs and 

educational opportunities, such as 

movemountains.uvm.edu



the classroom is just the 

beginning. That certainly was 

the case for Emily Bates ’15 of South 

Burlington, an Honors College student 

and management information systems 

major. For three years, she assisted 

with UVM’s Family Enterprise Case 

Conference, ultimately serving as 

student lead co-coordinator. Emily 

was a member of the UVM team that 

competed in CaseIT 2014 in Vancouver, 

an international information 

technology case competition. She 

interned with two Burlington 

companies, Seventh Generation and 

Dealer.com. For her honors thesis, she 

researched how UVM could design 

and administer a data warehouse that 

would flag at-risk students, thereby 

helping improve retention. “The 

school really encourages you to move 

beyond the usual classroom and have 

these different kinds of experiences, 

and that’s such a great benefit,” 

Emily says. Thanks to contacts made 

through CaseIT and Dealer.com, Emily 

now works at Google in Mountain 

View, California. 

5
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Careers and Experiential 

Learning: $5.5 million 

The Grossman School of Business 

has done much to help students 

develop their career goals and gain 

job-related experience over the 

past several years. But our work 

is just beginning. We have lagged 

behind our peers and competitors in 

providing the kind of career support 

that helps students refine their goals 

and succeed in the job market. The 

school must invest more resources in 

a comprehensive career development 

program that includes student 

advising, job-search preparation, 

career exploration through trips 

and projects, and internship and job 

match opportunities. We must reach 

out to more potential employers, 

bring them to campus and help them 

get to know UVM students. Our plan 

is to make sure that every student 

participates in at least one internship 

and has other meaningful job-related 

experiences here.

Your support in this area can move 

mountains for undergraduate and 

graduate students by helping them 

shape their career paths and realize 

their dreams.

“THIS IS WHERE I believe I can truly make a meaningful impact on students’ 

lives, intellectual development and careers. Every hour I invest in teaching and 

mentoring students at UVM yields such great dividends. When they cross that stage 

at graduation, I can say I know each of their names and their stories. This is what I 

wanted for my career.”

— Assistant Professor Allison Kingsley, MLS, Ph.D., is a political economist who came to UVM 

after teaching at Yale. She has won Grossman School of Business and university-wide awards 

for excellence in undergraduate teaching. 
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Kalkin Hall Expansion:  

$10 million

Our Goal > Build new spaces that will 

allow the school to accommodate 

growing enrollments and make learning 

more student-centered and experiential.

A 23,000-square-foot expansion to 

Kalkin Hall is a prerequisite for growing 

our enrollment, expanding graduate 

programs and hiring additional faculty 

and staff. The school also requires 

more space to host a range of learning 

experiences on the Central Campus: 

conferences, case competitions, career 

fairs, speaker forums, and career and 

industry panels. Right now, we are 

often forced to move off campus for 

larger events — a missed opportunity 

for the school and the entire University 

of Vermont community.

A three-story addition and partial 

renovation of Kalkin, located in the 

plaza area adjacent to the current 

building, is our critical next step. The 

project will add two 35-seat classrooms, 

a 60-seat case method classroom, a 

multi-purpose room, several student 

breakout rooms and faculty offices, 

graduate student spaces, additional 

career support staff and an upgraded 

computer lab. The new addition will 

also capture the atrium space created 

by the installation of a new roof 

extending from the existing building to 

the addition. 

An expanded facility is the 

foundation for so much of what we plan 

to achieve as we move the Grossman 

School of Business into the future.

Expanding Enrollments

Sustainable Entrepreneurship  
MBA – expected to have a cohort  
of 50 students by 2016

Master of Accountancy – has grown 
from 8 to 40 students in just four 
years and is projected to double 
over the next three years

Undergraduate students – 
numbers grew by more than 22 
percent from 2011 to 2015, a trend 
expected to continue

movemountains.uvm.edu
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Even as the school builds new 

programs and spaces, we also seek 

more support for the people at the 

heart of our mission. Through The 

Campaign for The University of Vermont, 

you can help us attract the most 

talented faculty and students to the 

business school.

Scholarships: $7 million

Our Goal > Increase selectivity  

and diversity by providing more  

student support.

With applications to the Grossman 

School of Business on the rise, we have 

a great opportunity to become more 

selective, recruiting the best candidates 

to study business at UVM. Our offers 

of admission are often turned down 

by students who received scholarship 

support from top institutions such as 

Stanford and Duke. Advancing the 

excellence of our programs depends 

on bringing highly accomplished 

students to UVM, even as we recruit 

students from a wider range of cultural 

and socioeconomic backgrounds 

across the U.S. and internationally. 

More scholarship funding can help us 

accomplish these goals.

Endowed Faculty Chairs:  

$5 million

Our Goal > Establish four new named 

faculty positions.

The Grossman School of Business 

has already experienced the power of 

endowed positions to attract renowned 

experts to UVM. The Steven Grossman 

Endowed Chairs in Sustainable 

Business, Finance and Entrepreneurship 

enabled us to recruit three outstanding 

faculty members who are helping 

advance teaching and research in these 

three areas. As the school continues 

to develop our undergraduate and 

graduate curricula while enrolling more 

students, we must add at least four 

more endowed chairs over the course 

of the campaign.

Endowment gifts create a 

perpetual source of funding that can 

cover a portion of a professor’s salary 

and provide additional flexibility to 

advance that person’s teaching and 

research. A faculty member then has 

the resources to create new courses 

and student research experiences, 

support graduate students, secure 

new grants, launch new partnerships 

or travel for research or professional 

conferences. These positions are highly 

prized by top-echelon faculty, who in 

turn attract top students and other top 

faculty to our campus and build our 

reputation for excellence. Endowed 

chairs also can help us retain rising 

young stars, who are often sought 

after by other universities seeking their 

expertise to grow their programs. They 

are essential to the school’s future 

growth and achievement.

“THIS IS WHERE I found relevant coursework, networking opportunities and case 

competitions that proved invaluable in launching my career in the right direction.”   

— Patrick Halfmann ’14, winner of the Senior Award for Excellence in Finance, came to UVM 

from the Chicago area and now works at Morgan Stanley in New York City. 

movemountains.uvm.edu
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Move Mountains: The Campaign for 

The University of Vermont presents 

the Grossman School of Business 

with an unprecedented opportunity 

to capitalize on the momentum of 

the past few years and drive our 

programs into the future. Already, 

support from alumni and friends 

has been critical in recruiting new 

faculty and building enrollment as 

well as sending students to case 

competitions, bringing experts to 

campus and linking students with 

internship and career opportunities. 

With a world-renowned faculty 

and growing student success, 

UVM Business is on the map not 

just regionally and nationally but 

internationally. Together we can 

create a top-ranked business school 

with distinctive offerings that attract 

the interest of top students, scholars 

and business leaders. Together, we 

will move mountains. 

For more details about any of these 

giving opportunities, contact:

The University of Vermont Foundation

411 Main Street, Burlington, VT 05401

802-656-2010 | foundation@uvm.edu

Our Mission

The Grossman School of Business at The University of Vermont prepares students to be business leaders in a complex and 

dynamic global environment. To accomplish this, we cultivate awareness of the importance of creating profitable and 

innovative businesses that have positive economic, social and environmental impacts. 

We infuse innovation and leadership into our curriculum to develop graduates who are skilled at identifying problems 

and opportunities and who make decisions based on astute analysis. Our faculty strive to achieve teaching excellence, 

advancing critical thinking and leadership skills together with cutting-edge management practices.
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The time has come for UVM to assert our position as one of the nation’s best 

public research universities. Move Mountains: The Campaign for The University 

of Vermont nurtures a culture of excellence and value and supports new 

opportunities for research, academic success and learning beyond the classroom. 

We will raise $500 million in private support to ensure that UVM is where we 

indeed move mountains — through the students we educate, the discoveries we 

make and the positive impact we have on Vermont and the world.


